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emr  
F M  
f 
f3 
h 
LM 
1 
c /o  U 
UT 
u~~~ 
uR 
Random variable, stage effective mixture ratio 
Outcome of EMR 
Nominal mainstage fuel 
f c R F  
g:EMR * RL 
h:EMR R F  
?!crnixzd =.ahstage LOX 
1 z R F  
Fuel bias 
Random variable, outage (RLU R F )  
Set of a l l  possible fuel outage 
Set of a l l  poseible LOX outage 
Outcome of R 
Nominal stage mixture ratio at cutoff 
LM Nominal tanking ratio -
FM 
Probability density function of R 
Frequency of occurrence of I 
Frequency of occurrence of f 
Mean value of payload potential, excluding 
the effects of outage 
Mean outage 
Normal probability density function 
Standard deviation of payload potential, excluding 
the effects of outage 
Standard deviation of EMR 
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SECTION I. INTRODTJCTION 
Outage is defined as the amount of propellant (fuel o r  oxidizer, 
but never both) which cannot be burned because of an insufficient 
quantity of the other propellant. 
capability potential in the form of unwanted inert weight at cutoff. 
outage w i l l  occur when a variation exists between the targeted and actual 
tanked mixture ratio and/or between the nominal and the actual burned 
mixture ratio. 
Outage obviously reduces the vehicles' 
An 
Since outage is clearly a random phenomenon, any payload study 
involving outage w i l l  be statistical in nature. 
and burned mixture ratio are  assumed normal with known mean and 
standard deviation. 
combination (root sum square) of these two ratios. In Section 11 the 
probability density function (pdf) of outage is develope? analytically as  
a function of LM, FM, Q E M R , U ~ / ~  and fuel bias. The equations show 
how the fuel bias helps shape the pdf of outage and hence, how it influ- 
ences the mean and standard deviation of outage. 
The tanked mixture ratio 
The effective mixture ratio (EMR) is the statistical 
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SECTION LI. THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION O F  OUTAGE 
Consider the maps h:EMR + RF and g:EMR + RL defined as follows 
(Figure 1): 
* A  
2 (LM, F M + M B )  
Slope 
w = uc/o 
1 Fuel in Tank 
LM 
FM + MB Q = emr I 
LM Q = u T = =  
emr 0 = (-)uc,o UT 
m 
FIGURE 1. STAGE MIXTURE RATIO 
f = h(emr) 
LM 
FM t MB e m r  > 
LM 
emr 
= F M t M B - -  s 
and 
emr 
= (+C/OIfl  
LM 
FM t MB emr 
emr = ( -q-)~~/~ (FM + MB - - emr 
2 
By construction, the fw-ctions g and h a r e  1-1 and they map the 
disjoint sets  
LM emr 5-- F M + M B '  
LM 
FM t MB e m r  > 
onto t h e  disjoint sets 
respectively. 
Hence, the frequency of LOX outage occurrence may be given by 
where q is the probability dcneity function (pdf) of EMR and 
is the absolute value of the Jaccbian of the inverse of t h e  transformation g 
(References 1 and 2). 
Similarly for fuel 
r c RF , zero elartwhere I dh' 
r 
Now 
and 
implies that  
P(r e R) = P(r c RL) t P(r E: RF) 
which is to say that the pdf of R io 
Wr) = w, (4 i- w2 (r)  
3 
Let r t RL, ther, there exists an 
LM 
emr FM + MC 
such that 
r = g(emr) 
U - -  uclo - -  ' i o  (FM t m ) e r n r  
UT UT 
g-'(r) = emr 
and 
and 
UcloLM - u p  
u,,o(FM + MB) ' - r E RLs zero elsewhere 
ag'l -UT r Q RL z5ro elsewhere. I dr I r  = ~ U ~ , ~ ( F M ~ ~ ~ '  
Similarly 
h-'(r) = r c RF , zero else-nhere LM F M + M B - r '  
Hence, 
4 
which i s  the form of the pdf of outage [ W(r) l  used for digital computation 
of the mea7 outage 
uR = j’rw(r) 
and standard deviation of outage 
@R =[[Ir2w(r(- 
in the computer prr gram that is discussed in the following sections. 
6 
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SECTION IV. COMPUTER PROGRAM SAMPLE RESULTS 
Table I shows the results of nine computer runs that were made 
to support a design phase, Space Shuttle sizing study. Total run time 
for the nine cases w a s  2.3 min on the Univac 1108 computer. 
TABLE 1. PROGRAM RESULTS 
- 
Case 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
- 
Q 
EMR 
0.02 1 
0.02 1 
0.02 1 
0.02 1 
0.02 1 
0.02 1 
0.02 1 
0.021 
0.02 1 
- 
U 
c / o  
6.0 
6.0 
6.0  
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
-
- 
FM 
233,196 
233,196 
233,196 
233,196 
233,196 
233,196 
233,196 
233,196 
233,196 
7 
M B  
300 
:io0 
800 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1400 
1600 -
Output Data -
pR - 
14 13 
1224 
1243 
1255 
128 1 
1320 
1377 
1498 
16 54 -
- 
Q 
R 
1543 
1264 
1046 
974 
9 15 
869 
8 36 
799 
7P8 
- 
- 
The computer program has the option of generating plots of the 
probability density function and distribution function of outage. Computer 
plots corresponding to c a i e  two (Figures 2 and 3) and to case six 
(Figures 4 and 5) a r e  shown. 
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FIGURE 2 .  PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION, W(r)--CASE TWO 
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FIGURE 3. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION--CASE TWO 
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FIGURE 4.  PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION, W( r)--CASE SIX 
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ElGURE 5. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION--CASE SIX 
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SECTION V. CHOOSING THE OPTIMUM FUEL BIAS 
Let M and C be the mean and the standard deviation of payload 
potential, excluding the effects of outage. M and C are the rtatistical 
combinations (usually root s u m  square) of payload potential variations 
caused by the randomness of thrust, ISP, propellant loads, and aero- 
dynamic forcer. 
By an application of the Central Limit Theorem (Reference 3), 
the total standard deviation, including outage effects on payload 
potential, i s  closely approximated by 
Within a given sigma probability, k ; the total vehicle payload 
potential is 
M -  
Now, given that LM, 
a r e  uniquely determined for 
optimizing the 
minimiees the 
within a given 
FM, Q ~ R ,  uci0 a r e  known, FR and QR 
a given fuel bias (Section IS). Thus 
fuel biar amounts to  chooring the fuel biab that 
payload potential loss 
s igma probability, k. 
Table II ehows the payload potential l oas  asrociated with each 
of the output data of the sample computer run (Table I). The 3C ubed 
was  4151 lbm. The optimum fuel bias for this study was determined to 
be 1100 lbm (Table II). 
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TABLE II. PAYLOAD POTENTIAL LOSS (1bm) 
VERSUS FUEL BIAS 
300 
600 
800 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1400 
1600 
7630 
6846 
644 1 
6332 
6258 
6222 
6227 
629 1 
643 1 
It is worth notiig that the optimum fuel bias is not highly 
sensitive to reasonable values of C .  Several fuel bias optimization 
studies w e r e  made for this Space Shuttle configuration with 3I: ranging 
from 1000 to 6000 lbm. 
1000 and 1300 lbm. However, the optimum f u e l  bias is sensititre to the 
total propellants tanked (LM t FM) and to EMR. 
The resulting optimum fuel biasea were between 
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SECTION VI. SUMMARY 
This paper presents an accurate and efficient method of deter- 
mining the optimum fuel bias for a bipropellant liquid rocket. 
the paper shows that the mean and standard deviation of outage a r e  
uniquely determined for a given fuel bias (Section 11), and how, because 
of this, probable loss in payload resulting from outage can be minimized 
by the proper choice of a fuel bias. 
Basically, 
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